Abstract-Firstly, grey verhulst model based on fractional order accumulate is deduced. Then, take advantage of differential and difference to find the corresponding relationship between the grey verhulst model of each order and the regression equation.
INTRODUCTION
Fractional order contains a thought of 'in between'. In these years, it gets a wide range of recognition. More and more scholars use the thought of fractional order accumulation into grey model. The fractional order accumulate discrete grey model has defined in order to reduce perturbation bound and the question why grey model is suitable for small sample has been explained [1] . Wu Li-feng [2] has studied GM (1, 1) model based on fractional order accumulating method and its stability. He has expanded integer order accumulating to fractional order accumulating. Fractional order accumulating has reduced the perturbation bound and relieved the contradictory between the less impact on solution by the new information and the principle of new information priority. Mao Shu-hua [3] has transformed traditional time-lag GM (1, N, ) τ model into fractional order accumulation time-lag GM (1, N, ) τ after introducing fractional order accumulation generation operator. The example indicated that the accuracy of fractional order accumulation time-lag GM (1, N, ) τ is more satisfactory. Yang Bao-hua [4] has transformed grey discrete power GM (1, 1) into fractional order grey discrete power GM (1, 1) , and application examples showed the higher precision accuracy of the new model. Chen Ye [5] has extended the original r-AGO technique from integer domain to the real number field, and put forward the corresponding GM (1, 1) model with its solving process. When evaluate a model, fitting and forecasting effect and the stability of the model are used [1] . Fractional order accumulate grey model remits the shortage on the stability of traditional grey model, and reduces the perturbation bound. Application examples also show that compared to the traditional grey model, fitting accuracy of fractional order accumulate grey model is improved to some extent. In this paper, fractional order accumulate grey verhulst model is deduced at first. Then, a new combinational forecasting method based on that model is proposed. Comparing to the fractional order accumulate grey verhulst model, this combination forecasting model can improve the fitting accuracy significantly.
II. COMBINATION FORECAST MODEL USING GREY VERHULST MODELS COUPLING TO REGRESSION ANALYSIS

A. Fractional Order Accumulate Grey Verhuslt Model
A is accumulative generator matrix [5] when the order is r . Then, the sequence ( ) r x is called r-order accumulative generator sequence which is generated from
( ) 
With ( )
Intelligent algorithms such as genetic algorithm are used to search order r .
B. Choose the Optimal Grey Verhuslt Model Based on Regression Equation
Grey Verhulst model usually uses 1-AGO on the original sequence (0) ( ) x t to generate accumulative sequence (1) ( ) x t , and then we can get the mean value generating sequence (1) 
And its whitenization equation is
there is
x t x t x t , then the formula (7) can be turned to:
as dependent variable and
x k is represented as ( ) R of the regression equations which are pass the significance test and choosing the best two regression equations, the corresponding orders of the accumulative sequence within the independent are orders of the most optimal single grey verhulst models.
C. Combination Forecasting Model Based on Grey Correlation Analysis
Choose the best two optimal single grey verhulst models to set up weighted arithmetic means combination forecasting model based on grey correlation analysis.
Wang Yingming [6] put forward that forecasting results can be evaluated comprehensively from five aspects at least. They are Sum Squared Error (SSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Mean Squared Percentage Error (MSPE). If just choose one of these error indicators to evaluate the forecasting result, it is not that comprehensive. In addition to these five cost indices, this paper intend to add a benefit index-grey absolute correlation degree-to evaluate the forecasting result of the combination model. Tang Shaoliang [7] gives the definition of grey absolute correlation degree between single forecast sequence, combination forecast sequence with original sequence.
Take the method of reference [8] , standardize the decision matrix and get the weight vector of indicators, then the positive and negative ideal solutions can be confirmed. Calculate the optimum subordinate degrees and normalize them, and then we can get the weight of solutions.
III. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
Choose data of carbon emissions [9] ( As to formula (2), substitute into r=0, straight grey verhulst model can be get according to theory 2.1.1:
can get the fitting data of carbon emission in Shanxi province and all indicators we will take to evaluate the model. The results will be shown in Table 1 . And substitute r=1to formula (2) in the same way.
B. Combination Forecasting Model Based on Grey Correlation Analysis
Choose the best two optimal single grey verhulst models upon to set up weighted arithmetic means combination forecasting model based on grey correlation analysis. The standardized decision matrix can be gotten. And the weight of indicators Table I .
C. Comparing Fitting Effect Between Different Models
The fractional order grey verhulst model is set up using genetic algorithm which base on the object that minimum MAPE to search the optimal order which is 0.3740 = r , and parameters are 0.3590
The fitting values and corresponding indicators are also shown in Table I . The fitting values of logistic model come out of reference [9] .
From Table 1 , it shows that comparing to single grey verhulst models, fractional order accumulate grey verhulst model and logistic model, combination forecasting model using grey verhult models with different orders coupling to regression analysis proposed in this paper has smallest value in five error indicators and largest value in grey absolute correlation degree. It has the largest value of grey absolute correlation degree which is 0.9505, and has the smallest value of MAPE which is 3.09%. Comparing to MAPE of fractional order grey verhulst model, it reduces nearly 6%. It indicates that the method proposed in this paper improves the fitting precision, and has a better fitting effect than fractional order accumulate grey verhulst model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Traditional combination forecasting model combines more than two different kinds of models, but in this paper, the same kind of models with different orders are combined. Because bases on the grey model's character of AGO (Accumulated Generating Operation), this method can excavate the information from original sequence fully, and provide new idea for combination forecasting model. This paper proposes using the significance test of regression equation to choose appropriate single grey verhulst models with different orders and combining to forecast. Owing to the corresponding relations between regression equations and grey verhulst models with each order, the regression equation which has the best fitting effect corresponds to the grey verhulst model with best fitting effect. This can be very persuasive. The practical example proves that the method this paper proposes improves the fitting precision and provides a new idea for combination forecasting model.
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